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Introduction

The task of presenting or discussing an overview of the utilization

of the knowledge developed in one discipline to that of another is fraught

with many difficulties. One is immediately faced with such questions as

how extensive such an overview should be? Should any such overview be in

depth on a few selected topics or should broad brush strokes be made in

painting the picture? Another question centers around the definition of

terms involved. What is Management Science? Educational Research? Should

such an overview be carefully documented with empirical evidence to show

what is happening or should it be a presentation based largely upon the

presenter's knowledge of what is happening in a particular field? These

questions plus others confronted the author when undertaking the task of

trying to present the current status of the applications of management

science to the field of educational research.

The task is somewhat further complicated by the fact that the author

is looked upon by many of his professional colleagues as an "educational

researcher,," It so happens, however, that due to a variety of circum-

stances and interest, the author has been drawn into the discipline o'c

management science and acquired knowledge about this discipline on a boot-

strap basis rather than through formal training, While this does have the
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advantage of permitting one to look at both areas, it presents a compli-

cation in the sense that the knowledge developed in one area, that of

management sciences, has been derived in a non-educational context. Direct

transfer of such knowledge to the educational context is not always pos-

sible. Adjustments and modifications have to be made to fit our situation.

It is quite similar to the utilization of Fisherian statistics in the field

of the social and behavioral sciences. Such statistical methods were de-

veloped in the fields of agriculture and biology. Utilization of these

methods in areas such as education have required some adjustments and

modifications. I think the same thing could be said about the applica-

tions of management science to the field of educational research,

Returning to the set of questions noted earlier, let me establish a

framework or parameters for this overview, I would like to start by first

defining the terms Management Science and Educational Research for use in

this paper. This will be followed by a brief discussion of four trends as

I see them developing. I would like to conclude by presenting some prob-

lems with which both areas of management and education must work upon in

the future.

Definitions

Looking first at the definitional problem, let me start by focusing

upon how the concept Management Science will be used in this paper. It

would seem somewhat presumptuous for me to define the concept at an inter-

national convention devoted to this topic, Yet, there must be a common

basis for communication, For purpose of this paper, I want to define
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Management Science as the basic process or function of rational decision-

making. This definition somewhat follows the general idea of Simon in

his book ihektelLscience_of_manuement Decision, (9) where he largely equates

management with decision-making, The prime purpose of decision-making is

to make more effective and efficient utilization of scarce or limited

resources in both the private and public sectors of the economy.

My choice in giving emphasis to decision-making as an operational

definition of management science is rather deliberate for several reasons.

kRE7'

It was chosen because there .444, in education at the present time many pres-

sures such as societal concerns, technological advances, and community

participation which are creating a focus on past, present, and future

educational decisions. In one sense, the educational "establishment" is

not going to be permitted to act in isolation from a paternalistic or author-

itarian position. Coupled with such concerns, is an increase in accounta-

bility by the several agencies which support education. Questions are

being asked as to whether or not decisions made in the past regarding

public expenditures on education have been fruitful and what will be the

return for future investments. In brief, educators are being asked more

and more to expalin their decisions. This increased emphasis on parti-

cipative decision-making is reflected very well in a recent paper by

Williamson in the August issue of nRamaih6nfelqp_etg (14)

I see this revolt against the authoritarian establishment

as powerful, new, and geoning momentum all the time .

This means that people will, more and more on their own

initiative, seek involvement in the deOqions that affect them

and their work We have too long assumed that people want

to be told what to do and that they want others to do their

thinking for them, This is not true for an increasing number of

people. If we don't realize this, we are not going to be prepared

for the future.



Another reason for giving emphasis to decision-making as the central

focus has been pointed out by Crozier (3) in noting the gradual conver-

gence of functions carried out by public administration (of which edu-

cation is one example) and the private sector, As he states the situation,

the role of administrators in the public sector now seems much nearer

to that of managers in the private sector. The centrality of decision-

making processes provides the meeting place for administration and man-

agement to come together. Crozier notes this centrality as follows:

Comparative research on the decision-making processes in

public sector and the private sector is therefore of crucial

value in connection with the reform of administrative thinking

and the training of new managers for the public sector°

It would seem to me, tnerefore, that any discussion of Management

Science as it relates to education ,
1968 should focus upon the proced-

ures, processes, and techniques being employed for decision-making in the

public education sector of our culture

There have been a wide variety of techniques developed over the past

two decades which can be used to make educational decision-making more

effective than ever before, Such techniques and concepts as Operations

R search, Operations Analysis, PERT, PPBS, management information systems,

long-range planning, systems theory, simulation, and mathematical models,

while not the exclusive domalin of management, are examples of the wide

variety of tools developed in the private sector which have potential value

to the educational manager in malvng his decisionsc, They are, however,

only tools to be used by the manager and should not be confused with the

basic function of management that of decision-making.



Let me now turn to the definition of Educational Research. Even

though being an educational researcher, I find some difficulty in trying

to define the term. A few years ago, I thought I had a useful definition

of Educational Research but my more recent experlences connected with the

study of management as it relates to the field of education have caused

me to question this previous definition. To many persons, Educational

Research has meant the application of scientific methods (notably the

experimental method) to the study of classroom methods, learning theory,

development of curriculum, pupil characterisitics and behavior, and similar

topics by persons professionally trained to do so, This conception of

Educational Research can be seen In a statement made by Ben Bloom in his

presidential address to the 066 annual meeting of the American Educational

Research Association (2), In talking about the substantive contributions

during the previous 25 years, he reviews advances in such areas as devel-

opment of the individual, effects of the environment9 predictability and

modifiability of human characteristics, teaching methods, and instructional

strategies, individual differences in learners, and principles and se-

quence of Jeaning.

To me, such a conception is rather restrictive and represents what

educational research has grown up to be rather than what it perhaps ought

to be. It is my personal feeiing at the present time that this traditional

conception of educational resewch needs to be expanded to incorporate

)(esearch on the education process which involves many of the new utili-

zations of the wide variety of techniques ana tools referred to earlier
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which management in the private sector uses in its work, In those cases

where such techniques are used, the relevant areas are labeled as insti-

tutional research, ecicational planning or campus planning, but not edu-
1

cational research, I feel personally that this is an unfortunate cate-

gorization- It is my conviction that research relating to the study of

community populations trends as they might possibly affect the educational

enterprise, the mathematical modeling of school systems, or the establish-

ment of an information system tor institutional decision-making are just

as much Educational Research as the study of how we reinforce the behavior

of students in the learnTrig situation. It seems more relevant therefore

to our purpose today to talk about research on the total education context,

regatdless of who is doing the research or where it is done as the proper

concept on or definition of Educational Research,

Trends

With these two definitions in teont ot us 1et us now turn to some

trends regarding the applicatIons of Management Science to educational

research as based upon some empca evidence

One majof problem in coHect.ng such eodence is the identification

and location of information relat]ve Lo the topic This Fs a real infcrma-

tion storage and retrieval problem We examinad such sources as the Review

.

or Educational ReseaYch, Educat;ona1 Res3urce Information Center (ERIC)
1

1
publications, is ues ot Manaatment S.cienLe, Edukation Odex, and even the

1

Moor

ERIC provides OT edulation d sefvTce similar to that provided by

the Defense Documentation Center and its monthly publication looks very

similar to the TAB Index presented by DDC
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annual AERA programs tor the past two years, We did some checking on

the contracts awarded under the several titles of the Elementary and Secon-

dary Education Act of 1965 as amended. One of tho problems encountered

in consulting some Government educational references was the fact that

the ERIC system, for example, uses the general term Administration to in-

clude the concept of what most of you refer to as Management Within

this search, several documented references were noted that when put to-

gether do reflect some current trends relative to the applications of

Management Science to the field of research on education

It would appear that there are at least tour trends which have sig-

nificance for a paper which purports to be an overview, It should be

recognized that these four trends have perhaps been somewhat arbitrarily

separated from each other for discussion purposes whereas in reality they

probably have strong interrelationships with each other, The four trends

that I should like briefly to revlew are (a) an increase in research and

development activities with regard to the applications of techniques such

as operations reseech, operations analysis, simulation, and modeling;

(b) an increase in the development and utilization of management information

systems for operational decisions in the present and for long-range plan-

ning; (c) an increase in role and function of educational planning in its

largest sense accompanied by increased applications of the Planning-Pro-

grammIng-Budgeting System and 0) an increase In the use of systems con-

cepts as they relate to educatIon being a sub-system of a total national

enterprse i would like to clscuss briefly each of the above trends



indicating some of the significant publications andior actions which have

relevancy to the pafticular trend.

Educational 0221AIsigns, One major trend has been in the increasing

employment of such problem-solving approaches as those represented by

operations research operations analysis, simulation, cost-effectiveness,

and mathematical modeling of schools in the study and research on educa-

tional problems. One of the better summaries of applications in this area

was the Symposium on Operations Analysis in Education sponsored by the

U,S. Office of Education in November, 1967 The stimulus provided by

this symposium has had a significant response in 1968, At first, it was

anticipated that this symposium might attract approximately 400 to 500

participants if fortunate A total of 10000 persons largely drawn from

the field of educat4on actually attended, It would appear to this writer

that such an attendance is indicative of perhaps both the interest in and

the need to be informed about the application ot operation techniques

to the field of education at tne present Lime A survey of the papers

presented reveas dl cossions on operat7ons analysis, simulation2 networ::-

based management systems, mathematical modeling, cost-effectiveness and

similar topics Originally Intended by the Office of Education as a means

of "up-dating" the educational community, it was pointed out by the pro-

gram chairman in a personal con ersation with the author that it appeared

that the field was ahead of the agency sponsoring the conference and per-

haps the tables were actuaIly turned



As particular examples of activities in this area, let me cite two ,

on-going operations Roger Sisson, working with the Philadelphia public

school system, has been developing mathematical models which relate an

index of school performance (e,g,, changes in achievement test scores)

to selected pertinent and relevent resource input factors (10). It is

hoped that such models will eventually be able to predict student perform-

ance from management policy as reflected in resource allocation functions.

A second example would be the current efforts regarding a national assess

ment of educational output or products Time does not permit here a full

discussion of educator's reactions to this proposal., It is sufficient

to say that it has not always been met with eagerness,, The basic purpose

of such an assessment, however, is relevant to our discussion.. The question

being asked is what kind of output are we securing for the inputs and pro-

cesses employed in education at the present time? It is rather surprising

to me that educators should show resistance to such an idea but they have

been very vocal about the proposal in many instances, Fears of a national

curriculum, increased federal control, and other "demons" have been raised.

Yet from a management point of view, the question is a very relevant one

to effective decision-making. What is my product like and how can I best

allocate my resources, both from an input and process point of view, to

improve the output, are legitimate questions to be asked,

The applications cited above have been largely in the elementary and

secondary schools level. I would certainly remiss in my duty if your

attention was not called to the excellent article by Gustave Rath in
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Management Science for February, 1968 which summarizes some of the current

work going on with regard to educational operations at the university

level (8), Particular emphasis is given by Rath to the role of automation

in such activities as administration, testing, cost analysis, computer

system instruction, and similar topics.

The employment of such techniques (e,g, cost-effectiveness) associated

with this trend place an emphasis upon the economics of education. Crozier

points out that a major difference between administrative and management

actions lies in the ability of each area to develop measurements of cost and

effectiveness,

., a characteristic of the majority of administrative activities

is that it is very difficult to measure their results, and still

more difficult to evaluate these results in the light of ex-

penditure which has been necessary to produce them, The reason

why the social system formed by an administration can develop

much more freely as an autonomous "body politic" is that to a

great extent it escapes the constraint of result, Measures of

costs and measurements of efficiency_ have naturally no direct

repercussion because they never enable ends and means to be evaluated

simultaneously in terms of tangible results,

As a consequence of this situation, Crozier goes to state that de-

cisions in administrative actfivities are made largely on the basis of power

relationships and the proportion of rationality is Much less than that in

management activities where the measurements are more readily available.

A major problem, therefore, associated with using many of the new tech-

niques for researching operations developed in the private sector for

decision-aking in the administrative activities of educators is the degree

of success the latter can achieve in securing measurements of cost and

effectiveness,
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To summarize, it appears that there is a definite increase in the

utilization of what might be called operations analysis techniques at all

levels of education- Their purpose is to increase rational decision-

making but how far this goal can be accomplished will depend upon how

successful we are securing measurements of our efforts so that the degree

of rationality in decision-making can be increased,

Management Information Systems. A second trend relates to the increas-

ing development and use of management information systems in education,.

According to Yovits and Ernst, an information system is a system which

provides data having utility for decision-making (15).. The application of

this particular concept in education takes many different forms, Several

illustrations can be cited which provide documentation for this trend,

Under the provisions of Title III of the Elementary and Secondary

Education Act of 1965, there were, by the end of Octóber, 1967, a total

of 112 projects with total funds of nearly 14 million dollars approved

which have as their primary goal the development of computer-based infor-

mation systems for administrative and guidance purposes (5), Approximately

half of these projects were in the form or planning grants while the other

half were devoted to operational projects. In some cases, the projects

focused primarily upon information storage, acquisition, and dissemination.

Others were designed to develop wori6ng information systems, The prin-

cipal point to be made here is that recognition is being given by these

efforts to the need for quick availability of relevant data for those de-

cisions which have to be made by administratve and instructional personnel.
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Another example of this trend has been the operation during the past

several years of the Midwestern States Educational Information Center

located at the University of Iowa, Seven states are combining together

to test out the feasibility of establishing a common data base regarding

students, faculty, curriculum, plant, and facilities, and financial in-

formation.

A third example of this trend is a recent announcement from the Office

of Education of a project to develop a regional management information

center for colleges and universities (13). This project is to last five

years and represents the cooperative effort of 14 states to develop man-

agement information systems for their colleges and universities, One aim

of this project is to provide cost-effectiveness data on university pro-

grams so that better resource allocations can be made, Among the problems

to be investigated are the information needs for local, state, and federal

reports, the establishment of a computer-based system for collecting and

reporting compatible information among the 14 states, and developing means

for exchanging data. The project will be administered by the Western

Interstate Commission for Higher Education,

In addition to the above types of management information systems

utilization, there has been an increased use of such techniques as net-

working systems (e,g. PERT, CPM) for the planning and control of various

types of projects going on at all educational levels. The author has

been directly involved in helping educational institutions gain competence

in using these types of informition systems. When this work was started
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in 1964, applications of such techniques were not widespread if published

reports were used as the criterion. At the last count, over 50 published

references were available in 1968 on the use of network systems in edu-

cation. From my own knowledge, many applications are not documented so that

the degree of application is probably understated by resorting to document

counts as evidence.

The increased use of management information systems will, however,

present some interesting problems. Referring again to Crozier's discussion

cited earlier, he notes that one benefit of such systems is that they will

permit analysis of costs and gains associated with many activities. While

cost-effectiveness is valuable in its own right, Crozier points out the

possible real value for the employment of such systems.

It is mainly in the functioning of the organization system and

especially in the decision-making processes that its revolutionary

impact will be increasingly felt. It makes it necessary, in fact,

to re-think administrative activities as a whole by bringing out the

real nature of one of its essential components, information,the

rationalization of which it makes possible. In consequence, the

production of information can be freed from the caprice of

hierarchial relationships and subjected to the rules of scientific

reasoning. A principle of organization appears, independent of the

tradition and needs of the social system or of the administrative

"body politic", impossing new and exacting constraints and thus

exposing to broad daylight the absurdity of the old-established

channels.

One effect of such information systems, according to Crozier, will

be to bring administration and management much closer together in terms

of their behavior.

On the basis of the types of activities cited above, it would appear

that there is a rather definite trend toward increased use of information
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systems which can provide necessary data for decisions not only in the

immediate situation but also for decisions over the long-range.

Educational _Elannya, Let us now turn to the third trend, that of edu-

cational planning in its larger sense, Planning is generally recognized

as a principal or major function of management at all levels. What appears

significant to me with regard to planning in the management of education at

the present time is the increase of trend in making this process more ex-

plicit than it has been in the past and a recognition by educational per-

sonnel that the, educational system must be less in a reaction posture to

events and more in an action posture, Concepts such as "planned change"

and "innovation" are common place words in the educator's vocabulary today .

such terms reflect the increased emphasis given to the role of planning

in the educational process,

Educational planning refers primarily to developing long-range and

short-range plans relative to how the educational system can correlate

with the political, economic, and social subsystems in order to provide

for more effective human resource development, not only in emerging nations

but in developed natiuns, in order to accomplish national goals. It would

be presumptious to state that this trend has had a single force operating

to produce it, If one had to state any such single force, it would have

to relate to the idea that the educational enterprise cannot be divorced

from the rest of the nation and that the decisions made (albeit political)

about the allocation of a nation's resources must consider all dimensions

concurrently and not separately.
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Illustrations of this increased emphasis can be seen in many ways.

It was the author's good fortune to be an invited participant to a UNESCO

sponsored conference in London this past January which was devoted to ways

and me,ans of implementing educational plans. The purpose of this con-

,

ference was to develop a working paper for a larger conference held in

August in Paris under the auspices of the International Institute for

Educational Planning. The importance of this latter conference centers

on the fact that it represents an international concern with the problem of

planning in education.

The concern not, however, just focused on such large-scale efforts.

The importance of educational planning is reflected in several other activ-

ities. I would also cite the increasing development within state depart-

ments of education)of offices concerned primarily with educational planning.

The US, Office of Education has made funds available under its several

programs for states to secure and train personnel who will have the needed

competencies for developing plans for education It was the author's

priviledge to have participated in such a program during this past year

involving seven states,

Recognition of this trend can also be seen in the establishment of

itNivE.R.s17y

departments, centers, and institutes of various kinds at the 4mftiefts-rty--

level to improve the educational planning capability. As examples, I

would cite the establishment of an Educational Planning Department at the

Ontario Institute for Education, the EduLational Development Faculty at my

own institution, and the Educational Systems Development Center at Florida
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State University as recent moves in this direction. In addition, the

Office of Education has recently established two policy research centers,

one at Stanford Research Institute and the other at Syracuse University,

which have as their primary mission the providing to educational policy-

makers at all levels the relevant information and techniques needed for

decision-making (1) The task of such centers is to describe the basic

issues, conceptualize possible alternative futures, analyze means for

achieving the policy goals, and the consequences of alternative choices

In brief, the question of concern is what will the world be like in the

future and how can education begin to plan for this future?

A discus'sion of educational planning would not be complete without

reference to the increasing role being played by PPBS and its effect on

educational institutions The factor causing an increased interest in

the use of this technique cannot always be determined. In some instances

it would be safe to state that its inherent advantages were seen and adop-

tion followed. In others, the use of PPBS in some form by education was

ordained because of state-wide adoption of the system, It is my under-

standing that the states of Washington, California, New York, and Wisconsin

are utilizing program budgeting within all state departments thereby neces-

sitating its use by educatofs. Certainly the use of PPBS at the Federal

level has caused to some degree the several states to employ the technique.

In addition to such agencies as state departments of education, we

find an increasing use of the technlque or its modifications at the uni-

versity level My own institution has developed a procedure during the
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past three years for implementing a type of PPBS procedure (12) The

utilization of PPBS is still too young in the field of education however

to judge its real worth, As Marvin Hoffenberg of UCLA has pointed out,

its potential value might be in its helping to bring out for public dis-

cussion the issues around which budget decisions must be made at any level

of education (6).

To summarize this trend, it would seem that many educators are be-

coming more aware than ever before of the need to act rather than react.

A plan is an outline for future action. To the extent that we can engage

in long-range educational planning, giving adequate recognition to the

uncertainty of the future, the more likely we can have an educational

system which contributes effectively to total national development on a

foresighted basis rather than with 100 percent hindsight.

a§:tettsin4_1gation, The last trend that I would like to

discuss deals with an increase in the utilization of systems concepts in

the field of education, Systems theory is not the exclusive domain of

management since it pervades almost all fields of human endeavor as well

as natural phenomena Nevertheless, managers have made increasing use

of systems concepts and principles in dealing with problems that face

them. It is not unusual, therefore, to find educators today talking about

the utilization of systems concepts in their work, One majo problem

presented here centers aeound the meaning of such terms as "the systems

approach" and "systems analysis," when they are used Perhaps we can

straighten out our vocabulary in the next few years but at the present

time there is a communications problem.
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To illustrate this concern with systems in education, I would call

your attention to two symposia on this topic. One appeared in the Journal

of Secondary Education for October 1967 and the other in the Nation's

Schools for the same month. More recently9 the publication of a small

paperback titled New Look at Education by John Pfeifer carries as its

subtitle Systems. Analysis in Our Schools and Colleges:, A stimulating

article by Meals, titled "Heuristic Models for Systems Planning" appeared

in a recent issue of finicieltalaptals points out that educators have not

recognized the value of systems concepts in developing new policies and

practices (7),

Not only is the systems approach being talked about, some efforts

are underway to provide educators with some substantive knowledge and

competence in actually using the technique, I would cite as an example

the work of Don Miller with Operation PEP, a statewide project to prepare

educational planners for the state of California° This is a three-year

project concerned with improving the slolls of school administrators in

the use of systems analyss for problem-solving,

As further example of this concern with the systems approach to edu-

cation, I would call your attention to the work of Reisman and Taft (U),

Their position is that the techniques developed in systems technology are

applicable to the field of education, both in administration and curriculum,

and that it is a question of securing cooperation on a multidisciOinary

effort to put them into practice
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In adlition to the above, we find more discussions of systems approach

to instruction, administration, and educational organization than we have 4

in previous years, . All of this evidence points up a trend toward increased

interest in and.the use of systems conception education

As earlier noted, it may well be that the four trends discussed cannot

be truly isoLited from each other. In fact, some writers have chosen to

discuss all four under a more general term such as Operations Analysis, It

is my considered opinion that regardless of their emergence as separate

microtrends or one macrotrend9 there is, in 1968, a definite trend toward

incrdased utilization of new techniques and approaches to aid in provld7mg

the information needed for effective decision-making in the field of edu-

cation, The fruits of current research and development activities with

regard to the use of techniques in education will make a varwable con-

tribution of the total education process

Some Problems

The Increased utilization of these techniques and tools is, howeve(,

not without certain problems, I wou'id like to take a few minutes to pre-

sent what I see as some of the probiems which will have to be dealt with

in the immediate future by both Management Science and Educational Reseatich

One of the major problems centers around the need for individuals

trained in the understanding and implementation of the new techniques and

'procedures, Many of the traditiona training programs in the field of

educational research do not now provide such training The Off5Ice of

Education has tunded during the past several years a wide varAety of
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programs designed to fill this gap. Since the need for system analysists,

planner, management information systems specialists, operations researchers,

and related personnel will undoubtedly grow, attention must be given to

devising the kinds of educational training and experiences which will

produce these types of individuals,, At the present time, the demand far

exceeds the supply. ,

A second problem focuses upon the observation that educators receive

these techniques with less than open arms The reasons for this reception

are not always readily apparent. A common reaction that comes to me is that

such tools and techniques used by managers to make decisions are derived

largely from the business-military complex and are oriented primarily

either to the profit-motive or to hardware situation, Educationists state

that they are neither in the profit-making business and certainly

are not developing hardware, It is maintained, therefore, that application

of these techniques are not appropriate to the educational context, This

problem has not been helped by the entry of many business concerns in

the field of education, particularly if time is not taken to have their

representatives become familiar with the education process and how educators

perceive their own role and function,

A third problem involves the fact that most of the approaches and

techniques call for a great deal of quantification of variables in order

to operate successfully, Again, we find a resistance because educators

take the position that many of the variables of concern to them cannot be

quantified, If they can be quantified, they are often not quite willing



to have that quantification represent what they are really trying to achieve.

For those of us who have worked in education, this is not a new experience,

It will appear here, however, for those unfamiliar with the education sub-

culture to understand the resistance to this point..

A fourth problem area is a general reaction that the application of

many of the new approaches, such as mathematical modeling of school systems,

will result in a dehumanization of the total process of education.. To some

extent, the current student unrest on the campus reflects this concern of

educators. If we are to make progress with educators, it may be that we

will have to demonstrate that rather than dehumanizing the educational

process it will in the long run make it more humane by allowing for more

effective decisions.. As one writer put it, it may be more inhumane to

continue as we have than to consider new approaches to allocation of our

scarce resources..

The last problem is that the introduction of these new techniques has,

by and large, not been by the professional educator himself but has come

from persons outside of the f eld of professional education. In a recent

program in which the author participated, at least four of the speakers

could be considered as professional education persons while the others

came from political science, industrial engineering, economics, and re-

lated areas. This in itself generates resistance.. It is rather encouraging

at the same time to note that the new breed of educator is both interested

in and learning about these techniques.. To me, it is a good thing that

persons from non-education fields are entering the field of education, It
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is my conviction that the problems facing education today are of such mag-

nitude and immediacy that interdisciplinary efforts seem the only reason-

able ways to go about dealing with them. Perhaps the tools and techniques

developed for more effective decision-making are the common ground upon

which the professional educator can meet with colleagues outside of the

field and work to solve the many problems It is very encouraging to

me that this professional meeting has had the foresight to see possible

interactions by having this particular session on your program., I hope

that such interdisciplinary exchange could be made a permanent part of

the programs in the field of education as well,

A Personal Note

I would like to take a few minutes to discuss with you the role and

concern of the Educational Program Management Center of the Educational

Development Faculty within the College of Education at my institution,

The Educational Development Faculty as a group is concerned with the de-

velopment of education as a system and the associated planning, management,

and evaluative activities associated with such system development, The

initial impetus for the Program Management Center came from the author's

study of the applications of PERT to the field of education starting in

1962-63, It was not long before study of this technique lead to the more

general concept of Management Sciences and a study of the various tools

and techniques which might have possible utilization in the field of edu-

cation, Our initial concern was with how such techniques might be useful

in the management of research and development projects. Since then, the
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focus of the Center has been expanded to a study of a wide variety of

educational program and topics which are of concern to the manager or

administrator of the educational enterprise, Included in such topics

are long-range planning, PPBS, cost-effectiveness, and the role of systems

concepts in education It has been our good fortune to receive funding

from the U.S Office of Education to conduct, during the past two years,

a series of management training programs for educational research personneL

The interest in our work as expressed by the field of education in general

has been so encouraging that we are moving to develop as part of an overall

doctoral program in Educational Development, a series of courses and ex-

periences which would permit the education and training of educational

personnel in the use of management science concepts to a wide variety of

educational activities Final approval of this program is yet to be granted

but our outlook is optimist

Conclusion

My task of providing you with an overview of management science in

educational research reaches a conclusion.. I am sure that there have per-

haps been some oversights which both my education and management colleagues

will call to my attentionfl I apologize now for such oversights and can

only assure you that they were not intentionaL

I would like to close by referring to a term that is often heard

today in both the fields of education and management - that of "third

generation" computers. One recent publication used this idea to talk

about "third generation" managers, As I perceive the situation in
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education, perhaps we are only at the stage of "first generation" managers.

If so, perhaps we can move rapidly to the later generation since we have the

advantage that Management Science has given to us in the development of new

techniques and approaches to making the vital and necessary decisions in

the field of education. It will not be necessary for us to reinvent the

wheel but simply modify it for our particular context,

Since the educational enterprise is vitally concerned with people,

I would like to close with a warning regarding the use of many of the new

managment techniques as given in the Williamson article cited earlier%

He states the warning as follows:

I think we are going to see some real conflicts in the application

of a quantitative method to people, and I would predict that the

exclusively technically oriented manager of the future will be faced

with serious frustrations, and that he will be able to do little

about them,. If humans will not buy his solutions, it matters iittle

what logic he uses.. Let's use mathematical and computerized studies

all we can, but let's be careful to keep them in a subsidiary place

as an adjunct to our management functions,
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